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YOUNG SPRING

activity, Debate Competition and this year's hot
topic was “Online Dating” . There were around 8
participants, some spoke “in favor” and others
“against” the topic . It
was a very interesting
debate as the topic was
relevant to today's
youngster's lifestyles.

Literary Club Competition
18th September

A fun-filled event was organized by literary club of
AID in the second half of the day on 18th
September'18. The team of Volunteers chose to
name the event “YOUNG SPRING” reflecting the
youthful energy of today's youngsters. Based on
the current happenings around us, the themes for
each of the activities like Graffiti, Debate, Quiz ,
Coin a Slogan ,Doodling and Design Your Own Pants
were planned to understand their take on the
current issues in the society.
T h e e v e n t
commenced with
G r a f f i t i
C o m p e t i t i o n Each speaker was crossquestioned
by the
audiences at the end . Ms.
Sania Zehra from
which was
Foundation, 1st Sem won the first prize and the
open to all
second prize went to Ms. Kashish Madnani from
and
the
Foundation, 1st Sem . Interestingly both of them
t o p i c
s p o k e
reflected
a ga i n st
the recent
O n l i n e
decision taken by the Supreme court of India to D a t i n g
abolish the act #377 “Celebrate Pride” . Students s t r e s s i n g
scribbled, drew and texted their fantasies, with u p o n i t s
great zeal and excitement. The winners of the drawbacks.
Graffiti competition were, First Prize, Ms. Sanjana A u d i e n c e
Saxena from GDP, 3rd Sem, Fashion and second w e r e
prize by Mr. Aman Singla, GDP,3rd Sem, Graphics.
thoroughly
The event continued with our most awaited engaged with fun-filled activities like Sound Check,
Build a Story, Draw with both Hands & Two truths
and one Lie etc.
Then started the highlight competition of the event,
the Quiz competition, the theme this year was
“Digital World”. There were 16 participating teams
and names of the teams were also coined from
digital world like Whatsapp, Uber, Practo, Zomato,
Internshala etc. to name a few . There were three
rounds in total – MCQ (multiple choice question),
Logo identification, Audio and Visual round for
1
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“Let's do something drastic! Cut the Plastic!”
Ms. Gunjan
“Grow green, Save Blue;
You are Human, Be You”
Mr. Arshad
To unleash our student's creative streak Literary
club Organized two Creative competitions like
Doodling based on theme “India in my Eyes” and
Design Your Own Pants with the theme
“Emoticons”. The theme for both was declared on
the spot and participants were given cutouts of
India and Pants to work on. Both the competitions
were conducted simultaneously. All the
competitions were judged on the basis of originality,
creativity, relevance and execution by our senior
Faculty Interior Design, Mr. Ramin Dogra. In
Doodling Competition, Ms. Arya Singh, Foundation,
1st sem won the 1stPrize and Mr. Amogh Mathur
GDP, 3sem GD won the 2nd Prize. For “Design Your
Own Pants” the First prize went to Ms. Priyamvara
Singh GDP, 3rd Sem , Graphics and second prize by
Ms. Sanjana Saxena from GDP, 3rd Sem, Fashion.
To the students pleasant surprise,
Literary club competition, was beyond
the books and a series of fun- filled
activities and
co m p et i t i o n ke pt
audience entertained
thoroughly.

identifying sounds and celebrities, the last was
rapid fire question round. After the mind boggling
rounds and eliminations after every round,
Team–Zomata represented by Mr. Amogh Mathur &
Mr. Lakshya
C h o p ra
from GDP,
3rd Sem,
Graphics
bagged the

1st position and
Te a m P ra c t o
consisting of Mr.
Sudeep Gurung and
Ms. Kashish Madnani
from Foundation, 1st
Sem stood 2nd in the competition.
Next Interesting activity was Coin a
Slogan, which had huge participation.
Students had to coin a slogan on the
topic given in English or Hindi. The
Slogan was to be designed for theme
“Hara Neela”, within a time frame of
15mins.Both the winners of the
activity wrote motivating slogans in
Hindi. Ms. Gunjan Sharma, (PGDP-1st
sem I.D.) and Mr. Arshad Khan
(Foundation 1st sem) won 1st and
2nd prizes respectively.

Bhawna Soun, GDP-3rdSem
Fashion Design.
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Orientation Programme
UNDERGRADUATE & POST GRADUATE STUDENTS
23th - 24th & 31st JULY

A two day orientation programme was organized
for freshers of Graduate Design Programme (GDP)
on July 23-24, 2018. The College premises were
decorated with bunches of balloons to give a
welcoming ambience. There was excitement and
joy written on the faces of all the freshers eager to
experience the New environment, make new
friends, meet new teachers and so on.....
On the first day, program began with the Welcome
Address by the Director Madam. She congratulated
them on their selection to the prestigious Institute
and assured them of help in the pursuit of their
studies and reminded them of their goals and aims
in their lives and how to achieve them. She briefed
about the history of the Institute, facilities available
including cultural events and laid emphasis on
discipline in the Institute. She also introduced Ms.
Lolita Dutta, a Design Expert, who shared her vast
experience and explained how important
foundation is for overall development of a
Designer. Thereafter, Director Ma'm introduced the
faculty members of the Foundation Department to
the students. All the faculty members of
Foundation Department, H.O.D, Mr. Jayant
Gajera , Mr. Sukhvinder Singh and Ms. Anjali Taneja
interacted with the students .
In the afternoon session, the Alumni of Institute
from all departments i.e. Ms. Harsheen Kaur
(Fashion Design), Ms. Sanjana P. S. Chowdhary

(Graphics), Ms. Shivani Jindal (Interior Design)
interacted with the freshers . They all emphasized
on the importance of strong foundation from the
very beginning in their learning and shared their
industry experiences. Later, the freshers also
rd
interacted with the senior students from 3
semester. This gave them an opportunity to
acquaint themselves with their seniors and to
bank upon their support as and when required.
th
On the second day, 24 Jul 2018 all the freshers
were briefed about the different Club Activities and
were advised to fill the form and select the clubs of
their own choice. Later on, Elective Subjects were
described and discussion on how each subject is
helpful to earn credit points in modular education
system. The students were asked to select any one
elective subject of their choice and indicate the
same in the forms given. The freshers were excited
and charged up to embark upon this new journey in
their lives.
To welcome the Post Graduate Students from all

3
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specializations and courses an Induction
th
Programme was organized by the Institute on 30
July 2017 (Monday).
The program commenced with a warm Welcome
address by our respected Director Madam Mrs.
Reetu Betala for their new journey as upcoming
Designers. She spoke about the Institution, its
decorum, its aim, culture and beliefs. After
introducing all the faculty members Director
madam introduced the Design expert Ar. Ramin
Dogra, H.O.D. Interior Design department.
Mr. Dogra spoke about the concept of Design and
its scope. Relevance of Design in our day to day life

Design department. This was followed by a brief
interaction of students with their Department
Faculty.
After Lunch the program continued with an informal
interaction with Alumni & Senior students of
various specializations. Students asked many
queries regarding, projects, internships,
placements and first salary package etc.
Later they were introduced to various student
activity clubs such as : Sports, Literary, Cultural And
Photography Club. Each student filled the forms as
per their choice and interest.
Satisfied with their orientation with their faculty
and seniors it was
time to get to know
t h e s t u d i o
c l a s s ro o m s a n d
workshops of
v a r i o u s
departments,
canteen, stationary
shop, library etc.,
for this they were
taken for a tour of
the campus.
Students enjoyed
and Design Industry. How students can adopt their first day at AID and went back satisfied, eager
design as a powerful tool for bringing in innovative to return to start their classes the next day.
products and services in future. Students asked him
Coordinator
a few questions and cleared their doubts.
Ms. Anjali Taneja, Faculty Foundation
Next, the students were briefed about the Teaching
Ms. Amrit Das, Faculty Fashion Design
Pedagogy followed at the Institute for all the
courses by Ms. Amrit Das, Sr. Faculty, Fashion
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the different levels of fashion services that aims to
help fashion businesses grow and become at par
with the great international brands. Ramez Basmaji
is now one of the most influential fashion experts in
the Middle East and Europe.
Ms. Agustina Vistalli, Based in Buenos Aires,
Argentina, Agustina is actually working as Technical
Assessor of the South East area, specially India for
the Direction of International Relationships of the
Presidence of the Deputies Chamber of the National
Congress. She has played an integral part in

hio n
FasBuyers-Suppliers-Agents
Meetup
Fashionably In, London
18th July

AID was invited to participate in a Fashion Event
organized
by Fashionably In, a Fashion
Organization based in London. It was a BuyersSuppliers-Agents meetup in Delhi at Smoke House
Deli, Connaught Place, New Delhi on Wednesday,
18th July, 2018, 7-10 PM. The purpose of the event
was an open discussion on trade with the Middle
East & South America will be followed by a
networking session & an opportunity to meet the
Fashionably In team as well as other professionals
from the fashion Industry.
The Meetup was attended by many Retailers,
Buyers, Designers, Manufactures, Suppliers,
Specialists, Agents, Consultants, Stylists, Bloggers,
Influencers, Fashion Institutes and others from
fashion industry looking to expand their network.
The Special Guests for the evening were Mr. Ramez
Basmaji (Lebanon) & Ms. Agustina Vistalli
(Argentina). Mr. Ramez Basmaji, a Designer, fashion
agent and one of the most sought after eventologist
in the Middle East. He was able to visit more than 15
countries, working closely with organizations,
fashion designers and brands. A fashion expert with
more than 20 years of experience in the fashion
industry. Now, his business FABUSSE is expanding to

constructing INDIA-ARGENTINA Parliamentary
Relations. Focused on textiles, garments & fashion
her mission is to facilitate the growth & exports of
Indian companies in Argentina.
Ms. Amrit Das & Ms. Satinder Kaur from Fashion
Department attended the event and networked
with all the Designers, Choreographers, Media
professionals, Brand owners, Garment/
Accessories Manufacturers to further expand AID's
Industry Liasions. All the professionals showed
eagerness and positivity
to connect with the
Institute for various
activities, Student
internships and
placements etc.
It was an interesting event
and opened many
opportunities for the
Institute.
Coordinator
Ms. Amrit Das, Faculty
Fashion Design
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2nd Design Conclave 2018
A Smarter World
27th July
rd

The Students of GDP 3 Semester
rd
/PGDP 3 Semester Graphic Design
and Animation Multimedia
department attended The 2nd
Design Conclave 2018 which was
th
Amogh Mathur held on Friday, 27 July 2018 at
GDP-3 Sem G. D Vivanta By Taj, Ambassador, New
Delhi. The seminar was on topic 'SmartPlay'. The
whole theme was a combination of designer's
Next Speaker was Mr. Sirni Shrinivasna who is
creative thinking and Upcoming Technologies to
founder of “Lumbini” and is Elect President of
create new products /design more useful to human
“World Design Organisation”. He spoke about India,
beings and less/ non-harmful to nature.
in design terms over the world and how one Indian
Designer could create something original that is out
The 2nd Design Conclave was organised by
of the world. He also discussed about Design related
University of Petroleum and Energy Studies,
issues and gave solutions to few like branding a
Dehradun. The event started with Mr. Anuj, who is
product and copyrights.
the CEO/ Founder of “Desmania” which create s
The event ended with a Panel talking about
industrial designs. He gave brief explanation on the
'Automobile Smart Design'. They discussed how a
theme and invited next speaker Mr. Nikhil Joshi,
designer could develop a design that would be
different not only in looks but also by its efficiency. A
good design can truly change the way we look at
something — be it minute or drastic.
rd

Use of innovative and unique technology can
improve the quality of life. However, refinement
comes from the basics, i.e. providing proper shelter,
food, clothes and sanitation. Not only should it be
beneficial for the people but also the environment
as a whole. Respecting what is giving to us by
Mother Nature is also important. For example, one
of the designers cited that design is as important as
the functioning. One cannot work without the
who is a lead designer and partner in “Digital Jalebi” other. Keeping this in mind and working with various
which creates new media designs. Nikhil first people from different fields, we can yield a better
shared his experiences and talked about 'Role of world.
education in nurturing Design & Future Designers.
He shared various viewpoints such that a designer The Visit to 2nd Design Conclave was very
could become more professional and about some informative, valuable and we wish to
tips which would help a designer to think more and attend such Seminars more to get
exploration in industry and it's needs
out of the box.
The next speaker was Mr.Rajesh Yadav who is the and get to know more about creative
trainer at “Autodesk” and he told about new minds over the world.
Softwares and Technologies which designers could
Aratrika Dass, GDP-3 Sem G. D
use in any field.
rd
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Talk-Cum-Presentations

n
o
i
t
a
c
i
n
Skills !
Commu

time after the session with Mr. Rhode to discuss
areas in which they felt they could improve and
improvise vis-à-vis their communication skills.

th

29 August

A ta l k c u m p re s e ntat i o n o n ' Ef fe c t i ve
communication skills' was held on 29th Aug'18 at
AV Hall from 10.30 A.M to 11.40 A.M as
scheduled.The presentation was attended by
students from all specializations and faculty.
The session was aimed at enabling our budding
designers to communicate effectively in their
personal and professional lives. The guest speaker
Mr. Rishabh Rhode discussed the importance of
effective communication and various aspects of
communication with students in a very engaging
manner. He classified communication as verbal and
non- verbal and emphasized the need for effective
non verbal communication as it made up to more
than 90% of our total communication volume in
terms of impact on listener. He discussed types of
non- verbal communication like body language

Coordinator
Mr. Ramin Dogra, Faculty Interior Design

Trend Forecasting
28th August

On 28th of August, Apeejay Institute of Design
Organised a talk- cum- presentation for which Ms.
Dolly Kumar, faculty from Leather Department,
NIFT (National Institute of Fashion Technology)
Delhi, was invited to speak and interact with the
students on 'Trend Forecasting'. The-talk-cum
presentation started with the discussion of what are
styles and if these styles are accepted by mass how
do they become trends.
As the talk carried on we learned about the role of a
forecaster for trends and styles as to how the
forecasting works, how the trends are decided,
what are the factors that are taken into
consideration. We learnt the importance of
observation and analysis of the consumer market,
and rightly interpreting the visual language
prevailing in the current market.
In the process it is very important to define and
identify a consumer profile which includes the
gender, age , profession and other lifestyle details of
that includes hand and arm movement and the consumer as these factors decide trend.
positions, eye contact, posture, handshake, facial Therefore, consumers following similar taste i.e.
expression etc. Use of intonation while speaking to
enhance effectiveness of words was also discussed.
All of the above were substantiated with examples
from daily life.
As the audience included aspiring designers, Mr.
Rhode also spoke on how to make an effective
presentation and how to dress in a professional
environment.
The entire session was made very involving through
activities. The energy was palpable throughout the
session and some students stayed back for some
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cohorts are the most important part from where the
forecasting starts.
Basically, Fashion forecasters are professionals who
identifies with the market and analyse the trends
that are to be applied to that market. Even though a
trend forecaster is a professional it is also true that
each individual is a forecaster too in his/ her own
level.
So, the question arises Why and when are trends
decided? And to answer the question of why the
trends are decided Ms. Dolly explained that Timing
is undoubtedly associated with a designer's or
brand's success, and this is where fashion
forecasting assumes a decisive role. If the designer
or merchandiser predicts the trends that can run in

different parts of the world by the designers of the
respective regions as they pick those elements
which goes with their target people and their styles.
To conclude it all this talk -cum- presentation was a
really informative session as the Students got to
experience different aspects of the fashion industry
and how one's ability to read the visual language of
ongoing, evolutionary fashion can open up so many
others unexplored trends in the near future.
Coordinator
Ms. Amrit Das, Faculty Fashion Design

Electronic Media in Advertising
5th September

Graphic Design Department organized an
interactive & conceptualized Talk-cum-Presentation
on “Use of Electronic Media in Advertising”. The Talk
was conducted by Mr. Abhimanyu Mishra, Chief
Creative Officer & Co-Founder “Vishakha
Communications”. He is a Creative Consultant & a
B r a n d B u i l d e r. A l l t h e s t u d e n t s o f
Graphic/Animation department attended the talk.
Mr. Mishra does not believe only in giving a lecture
rather it should be interactive to make it interesting
as well as understandable. He began with the
introduction session, where each student was asked
to communicate something special about himself/
herself that makes them different from others.
Through this interactive session he made the
students understand how to identify and
communicate the USP of a product so as to make it

the market as
long as it is not
considered a 'fad' the success of that trends decides
the success of that designer too.
To decide a trend, it takes not just money but also
time. For instance, the colour of the clothing is
decided 2 years before, the fibre is 18 months, the
fabric and the finished good takes 6- 12 months
prior to the actual selling season.
The trends have been affected and are still affected
by what happens in and around the world. The
current affairs in politics and system, the influential
world of movies, music, architecture, technology,
even street fashions, Everything around the world
has inspired many designers all over the world.
Ms. Dolly Kumar, however, still added that even if
fashion is omnipresent, it is not same for all across
the world. What appeals to the people in Europe
and may or may not get along with the people in
Asia. Hence, trends are modified as they reach
8
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Thus the Talk cum Presentation was very informative
and fruitful for all the students of the department.
Students were looking forward for more similar
activities in future.

different from other available product Brands which
will then build an image of the brand.
He then explained about different Traditional
media and Electronic Media where messages are

Coordinator
Ms. Gargi Neogi, Faculty Graphic Design

Sustainable Interiors
25th September

We are a part of our planets ecosystem and are
directly dependent on it to survive and thrive. Over
the years we have caused immense damage to our
ecosystem due to our profit and consumer based
approach towards it.
Keeping this fact in mind, a talk cum presentation by
Ar. Krishna Kumar was held for the students of
Interior Design on topic 'Sustainable Interiors'. The
purpose of the event was to sensitise aspiring
interior designers towards the need to preserve our
natural environment and to equip them with
knowledge they need to work in this direction.
Ar. Krishna Kumar holds masters degree in
architecture and he
belongs to the generation
of young architects who
a re e nv i ro n m e nta l l y
conscious and
responsible. He described
how our environment
works and what role
interior designers can
play in preserving it. He discussed the relation
between natural and built environment. He
highlighted the role of interior designers in this
regard and talked about strategies like choice of
materials, reuse and recycling and also conservation
of energy . All these strategies were discussed in
depth with examples.
The session was interactive and students came up
with suggestion as well as questions regarding how
interior designers can play a role in preserving our

establishing or maintaining brand visibility and
positioning, which are in use for advertising. In
comparison to both he emphasized on audio-video
media i.e. Film as media for advertising / television
commercials which plays a great role in changing
the thinking of the society. The media does not work
only for advertising a product campaign but also
social service campaign where the big mass of
society gets influenced by the message.
Mr. Mishra also showed some campaigns which not
only sell the product but sell the ideas to change the
society, like – “I can touch the Prickle” by Whisper
and a short film called “Sindur khela” in Bangla.
Where two very old taboos have been portrayed
and then broken for betterment of Indian women's.
Further, he explained the need of structured
planning and a thorough research for the success of
the campaign.
Lastly, he explained how to narrate a story through
visuals. What are those points which one should
keep in mind while making a film for a successful
advertising campaign. On the basis of this Mr.
Mishra gave an assignment to the students to think
a small story on social issue and make a film on it.
This was a group assignment, for which students
were given half an hour time. After half an hour all
the groups did their presentation and Mr.
Abhimanyu gave his suggestions for improvement.
9
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However, two -dimensional artwork can achieve
the illusion of form with the use of perspective
and/or shading or modeling techniques . Formalism
is the analysis of works by their form or shapes in art
history or archeology . Ms. Mrinal also explained
how visual artists rely on the effects of light and
shadow in order to produce an illusion of threedimensional forms.
The other part of her talk focused on "open" and
"closed” forms . She explained that ."Open form"
natural environment and yet come up with design means sculptures that
solutions that are viable.
are not solid masses but
Coordinator which literally have
Mr. Ramin Dogra, Faculty Interior Design openings in them, or in
which lines and planes

Importance of Form in

Art

th

27 September

A talk-cum-presentation was organized for
foundation students by Ms. Mrinal Kulkarni,
working at Department of Art History and art
Appreciation , Jamia Millia Islamia The focus of her
talk was the importance of foundation & how the
subjects taught in Foundation help to understand
the language of design and why study is important
for creating any form or design .
She discussed about "Form” and “Shape” along
with their basic differences like “Shape” is plain
2D, a three -dimensional artwork has depth as well
as width and height and is the basis of sculpture .

often replace solid volumes or enclosing surfaces;
thus the open (negative) space of a sculpture
becomes a major component of the work. whereas
"Closed form "sculptures are solid volumes which
are isolated from ambient space . She then showed
various examples
based on
importance of form on great artist
such as Leonardo De Vinci, Salvador
Dali, Claude Monet, Pablo Picasso
etc.
The students indeed had a great
experience and it will definitely help
them to stand out from the crowd in
their future professional endeavors .
Coordinator
Ms. Anjali Taneja, Faculty Foundation
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VIRASAT- The Heritage
Pre Global Skill Summit
14th September

On 14 September 2018, students from Apeejay
Institute of Design were invited by FICCI, New Delhi,
for participating in a conference which was a
precursor to Global Skill Summit program 'VirasatThe Heritage', jointly organised with the Ministry of
Skill Development & Entrepreneurship, Govt. of
India. Students from Post Graduate course
participated in
the event
alongwith two
senior faculty
members Ms.
Amrit Das &
M r. R a m i n
Dogra.
The program 'Virasat-The Heritage', was organised
to share the best practices of select clusters which
have potential to create better livelihood
opportunities for future generations.
Representatives from states viz. Uttar Pradesh,
Jharkhand, Delhi, Maharashtra, Assam and West
Bengal shared their experiences on cluster based
development.
Ms. Shobha Mishra Ghosh, Assistant Secretary
General, FICCI earlier welcomed the delegates.
Mr. Ajit B Chavan, Secretary and CEO, Textiles
Committee, Ministry of Textiles, Government of
India in his address said that sustainable policy
interventions from all stakeholders are needed to
protect the virasat or power heritage of India from
becoming extinct.
Mr. Mohan Das Pai, Chairman, FICCI SKill
Development Committee & Chairman, Manipal
Global Education said that there is a need to
connect artisans to market by using global
technology and e-commerce, which will help in
expanding the market. "We need to work to create
brands for artisans & master craftsmen so that they
can realise higher value and are able to create

surplus which can be re-invested.
In the second session of the conference Few
Designers shared their views on Cluster
D e v e l o p m e n t
perspectives across the
c o u n t r y. M r. R a h u l
Mishra shared his success
story and his efforts in
giving a sustainable
employment to
embroiderers throughout
the year. Ms. Sangita
Rohira from House of Anita Dongre Shared the role
their brand is playing in building stitching training
centres and factories in various villages. How they
are working on making these units self reliant and
engaging more brands to participate in the initiative.
Ms. Neera Samah from Assam talked about her
work with eco- friendly Material Bamboo. She has
turned this sturdy material into delicate jewelry
pieces instead of its traditional usage in bulky
furniture or architecture.
Mr. Bappaditya Biswas, Founder of brand Bailou ,
Kolkata shared his story of how he with his wife gave
employment to the weavers who wove thick cotton
sarees for Government during Quit India Movement
to weaving
d e l i c a t e
colourful
designer sarees.
The event
concluded with
Vote of Thanks
b y M r. B i j a y
Sahoo, Co-Chair, FICCI Skills Development
Committee and Group president - HR, Reliance
Industries Ltd.
The event was an eye opener for our students and
left them with the thought of reviving Indian
traditions and crafts in future in their respective
disciplines of design.
Coordinator
Ms. Amrit Das, Faculty Fashion Design
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Workshops

Design Your Own Jewelry !!
13th September

A workshop on Costume Jewelry was organised by
Fashion Design Department for all the students. Ms.
Kahkashan, a handcrafted Jewelry Artisan was
invited to conduct the workshop. She has a wide
experience of working with organisations in the
crafts field such as Dastkaari Haat Samiti run by Ms.
Jaya Jaitly. She also works with NGO that works for

Students made use of different types of materials
and combinations and made beautiful jewelry
pieces with a lot of enthusiasm using their creativity.
It was a very fruitful workshop. Each and every
student made 3-4 products with a lot of interest.
Each product was different from other.
Coordinator
Ms. Satinder Kaur Faculty Fashion Design

the upliftment of Rural women by teaching them
embroidery and jewelry making.
She explained the students about various materials
that she had brought along for making
jewelry such as beads of glass, wood,
metal, bone, thread and crocheted,
tassels, threads, lockets made of
bone ,metal and wood and clasps.
She also explained about different
tools and their usage.
Demonstration of making various
types of jewelry such as necklaces, ear
rings, bracelets, danglers was given.

Elements of Design
25th September

A workshop was organized
for Foundation students
on Sept 25th, 2018 by Ms.
Lolita Dutta , on Elements
of Design who has been a
design professional and
academician with over 35
years of experience and is
currently working as HOD
and Associate DirectorCommunication Design at United Institute of
Design, Gandhinagar. The workshop was based on
elements of design. She started with the
introduction on the basic elements of design &
how it helps to make the design and then talked
about line, shape, form, colour, space, textures and
pattern. She also discussed the various characters of
horizontal, vertical and diagonal lines and how line

12
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is a mark made by a moving point and having
psychological impact according to its direction,
weight, and the variations in its direction and
weight. She then gave three short assignments as
follows:
The first assignment began with all participants
writing down the their own five good and bad
qualities on a piece of paper and then expressing
those words in various lines in a simplified manner
in the given area cutting ten squares of 4x4 inches.
It was a challenging task for the students to express

their own emotion in line.
The second assignment began with selecting any
two works which was done earlier and then
combine those works to create a composition in a
given area of 8x 8 inch by using pencil and black
sketch pen , the end result of this exercise helped
the students to understand the compositional
value, balance and weight .
The third assignment was to make their own
hometown using basic geometrical shapes or
organic shapes and lines
These brain storming exercises were very exciting
for the Foundation students as they experienced
different topics. The outcome from the workshop
was for the students to learn that lines can convey
emotions and feelings and increase their
observation skills. Students look forward to more
such creative workshops in the future!
Coordinator
Ms. Anjali Taneja, Faculty Foundation

God’s Own Country

An initiative for flood relief
20th August - 6th September

On August 20th,2018, Director ma'am addressed the
entire college's students , teaching & administrative
staff and urged them to whole-heartedly contribute
to the noble cause of relief work for the people of
Kerala who are battling for their life from massive
floods which has washed away and damaged the
homes of thousands of people in the state. They
have no access to clean drinking water and basic
sanitation
facilities.
Ma'am made
a very emotional
a p p e a l t o
everyone to
donate household
articles such as
sanitary pads, rice, pulses, spices, sugar, tea,
oiletries, slippers, mosquito nets, torches &
batteries which were required by them urgently!
This address by Ma'am got all of us energized and
focused on the assigned task. To begin with, a 8
member volunteer team ( 6 students and 2 faculty
members ) was formed to work with Goonj
'RAHAT' FLOODS - for relief in Kerala, under the
guidance of Director Ma'am.
The impact of
Madam's address
was such that
e v e r y o n e
d o n a t e d
whatever they
could, to help in
this noble cause
and within 10
days we could collect the following articles: Sanitary
Napkins -196pks, Rice- 350kg, Sugar- 86 kg, Daal- 47
kg, Rawa- 51 pcks, Tea-38 pcks, Spices- 57pcks, Soap
-162 pcs, Tooth Paste -108 pcs , Tooth Brush- 108
pcs, Detergent Soap -52 pcs, Hawaii Chappals - 42
pairs, Torch -11 pcs, Batteries-26 pcs, Mosquito Net5 pcs). On Sept 6th two student volunteers delivered
the collected items to Goonj Head office at Sarita
Coordinator
Vihar.
Ms. Anjali Taneja, Faculty Foundation
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BANJAAR A
Freshers' Party
21st August

The Freshers' Party for the year 2018 was organized
st
on August 21 and it maintained the proud tradition
of the College as the senior students and
newcomers mingled with each other merrily. All
t h e
freshers
w e r e
dressed
conform
ing to
t h e
dress
code based on the theme "BANJAARA". The
Program began with the warm welcome to the
freshers by seniors on the stage along with a dance
performance. All the Newcomers were given the
badges for easy identification, each fresher gave a
brief self introduction on the stage.. This was
followed by various performances, Solo, Duet and
Group dances, songs by Seniors. The whole
atmosphere was full of excitement all around.
Another big
attraction of
the evening was
Ms. and Mr.
F r e s h e r
Apeejay who
were selected
by the judge Ms.

Fresher Crown were Ms. Muskan Goyal (GDP,
st
Foundation- I sem) and Mr. Akash (PGDP Interior
Design -I sem )and The winner of Ms. & Mr. Best
Dressed
title was
Ms. Vidhi
Arya (GDP,
Foundation
s t
-I
sem
) a n d M r.
Rajat Bhatt
st
(GDP, Foundation-I sem) respectively. There were
Two more titles Best Smile given to Ms. Ritu Thakur
(GDP, Foundation -Ist sem) and Fresh face was
given to Ms. Nishtha Gandhi (GDP, Foundation Ist
sem) and
each one
got the
trophy
with their
titles.
Overall, It
was a funf i l l e d
event at which the freshers also got an opportunity
to show their talents & also got to know their
seniors! Indeed a memorable day for many!
Coordinator
Ms. Anjali Taneja Faculty Foundation

Shivani Bhagi, a senior
student of AID on the basis of
their performance in three
different rounds.
First
round was the "Introduction
Round" followed by "Talent
Round" and then the final
round “Question & Answer
Round”. Top two contestants
were selected for Ms and Mr.
14
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“ We

Care”

Film Festival
Theme: Disability
27th September

We were given an opportunity to attend an event in
society's doubts
Apeejay Institute of Mass Communication in
a
n
d
th
Dwarka on 27 September 2018.
apprehensions,
The name of the event was “We Care”. It was
Lack of Financial
basically a film festival to spread the awareness
aid from Indian
about Disability and how
S p o r t s
d i s a b l e d p e o p l e a re
authorities. And
shunned and ill treated by lastly, they screened a short film 'Butterfly Circus'
the society.
that starred popular names like Nick Vujicic and
Doug Jones. The film was about how a depressed
man with no limbs finds his purpose in life. The
First Prize
As part of the three day
message was loud and clear that God has given
annual festival, AIMC had
something special to each one of us, all we need is
also organized a
to realize our own potential and overcome our
Photography & Painting
mental disability.
Competition base on the
As part of the event AIMC also organized a Fashion
theme “ Disability”. An exhibition of all the entries Show modelled by Special Children from an NGO.
for photography and handmade Paintings from They were really happy and excited to walk the
different colleges was on display.
ramp.
The festival was inaugurated By an eminent activist All the movies were very overwhelming and
working with Autistic Children in Dubai. Later the informative. Also, we got a sense of how short
event progressed with movies are made.
s c r e e n i n g o f v a r i o u s Then we had a break where
international & national refreshments were served and after
m o v i e s o n that there was a very sweet
t h e i s s u e . performance of some disabled
T h e f i r s t people, physically and mentally
movie was challenged. Then there was a performance by a
called 'Fish band which concluded the event.
and I' in
Aastha Sharma, PGDP, 3rd Sem, Graphics
First Prize
w h i c h t h e
protagonist
was blind and the story revolved around his
relationship with his one and only companion, a
fish. We were also shown a documentary on a gold
medalist wrestler namely Virender Singh A.K.A
“Goonga Pehelwan” who is dumb and deaf. Despite
being disabled, he managed to win many gold
medasl in Special Olympics and embraced his
disability instead of being heartbroken by the
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Industry Exposure
I worked for a graphic design
company in GK 2 named as “A Few
Designs" as a graphic design
intern. The duration of the
internship was of 2 months from
Sparsh Pachauri, June 1st 2018 to August 1st 2018.
GDP 3rd Sem, G.D It was a great platform to explore ,
work and learn about how a market is and what a
client actually needs from
a designer. I learnt that
concept, presentation
and aesthetics are three
things that make your
design hit in the market. I
designed posters, flyers,
website banners, social
media posts and
standees for various cafes
and companies. I also
worked for big brands like
The Times of India event
named "Power Yoga" and
Central India hair salon.
This internship gave me
so much experience that I
worked and designed for Bollywood actor "Kartik
Aaryan" for an event in Gwalior. Most of my work
got featured in Newspaper and my designs were
placed across the whole city.
Thank you
so much
Betala Mam
for the
internship
and such a
wonderful
opportunit
y to learn
and gain
experience.

T h i s
summer
break I
worked as
an intern in
M R M
McCann”
and it taught
me many
things about
t
h
e
workings of
the Design
industry. It
gave me the
opportunity
to work with many
MNCs like JCB, Philips,
Jio, etc. I learnt how
MNCs work, how they
think when it comes to
Design. In my two
months of learning at
McCann, I realised that
the biggest challenge is
to make the client
happy but there is no
easy solution. The least
that you can do is to
follow the deadlines.

Apaar Baroliya,
GDP 3rd Sem, A & M
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Buyer’s & Seller’s Meet, Spring Summer'2019
1st to 10th August

The Institute received an invite from Benetton India
Pvt. Ltd. for their Buyer’s & Seller’s Meet, Spring
Summer'2019 for its Fashion Design students to
work as volunteers. Six students from Fashion
Design Department which included both under
Graduate and Post Graduate students participated
in the event.
Each intern was put into different departments such
as Women's wear, E-commerce, Footwear, Kid's
wear, Distribution and LFS Retail Department.
Every Department had a mentor who trained the
interns for the Trade Show Event to be held at Taj
Vivanta, Dwarka. The training included from styling
the mannequins to create a look, handling buyers
from different parts of the country, working on excel
sheets for the distribution, to make Range book
presentation.
The training was followed by a Fashion Show of
Spring Summer'2019 of Benetton merchandize at
Taj Vivanta, Dwarka, on 6th Aug'2018. The Buying
event continued till 10th Aug'2018. In this show all
the collections of clothing and accessories
according to themes such as Foundation, Stripe
Forward, True Love and Mineral Spirit were

showcased.
After the show followed the actual buying event in
which all the collections were assorted into the rows
according to male, female and kid's category. The
volunteers were to
work as sales
partners dealing,
assisting the Buyers,
helping the buying
companies in
grading, booking
the slots of the
articles as per their
store size and
location etc.
Coordinator
Ms. Satinder Kaur
Faculty Fashion Design

STUDENT'S FEEDBACK
I Aarushi Dawar, along with 6 other batchmates got
an opportunity to work with Benetton India Pvt. Ltd.
for 10 days i.e 1st August to 10th August. At the
Fashion show UCB displayed their
collection for Spring Summer'19,
on the basis of which different
companies like Flipkart, Amazon,
Myntra, Jabong, Ajio.com, Cloud
tail, other Benetton outlets from
all over India could place orders
for their respective
companies. Each intern was
put into different
departments like Women's
w e a r, E - c o m m e r c e ,
Footwear, Kids Wear,
Distribution, LFS
department etc.
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Each department had one mentor to
whom we could interact with and who
could help us in all possible way he/she
could. I was put into the E-commerce
and Footwear department under
mentor Mr. Amit Tanwar and his
colleagues Mrs.Harpreet Kakkar and Mr.
Maninder Singh .
Overall, my 10 days experience with
Benetton was really good. I got to learn
Excel, scanning, grading, completing
audit sheets and also their marketing scheme that
how Benetton deals with other
companies. I am thankful to my
college and Benetton India for
giving me this opportunity of
working with them.
Aarushi Dawar (GDP, 4th sem, Fashion)

The time I spent at UCB as an volunteer was a
memorable one for me as it was rich in experience
sharing and helped me discover my potential, I had
so many rich
experiences
t h a t
I
personally
believe, it
will forever
influence my
life.
I was part of

a team of two mentors, Ms. Parul Nagpal and Ms.
Ashima Puri with five interns from different colleges
that is, AID, NIFT and BIM.TECH. The team was
dealing with kids section of UCB's merchandise. My
job along with other interns was to make the range
book presentation during our work at the Benetton
headquarters.
My work in the buying event was to deal with the
buyers, that are the from retail stores, distributors
and franchise store manager. I had to make them
understand the collection and assist them in buying
according to their store sizes that is: mega stores,
large stores, medium and small stores.
These buyers were invited from all over India and
allotted days for buying according to their zones. All
the buyers, their assistants, employees and interns
of UCB were made to stay in the hotel throughout
the event. This exposure has let me understand:
The brand and customer relation.
Learned to deal with the clients.
Got the detailed knowledge of their clothing
and accessories.
Understood the flaws and
loop holes in the brand from
manufacturing to selling
process.
Ethics and
values of the
brand.
Aditi Ambasta,
(GDP, 4th sem,
Fashion).
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